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Profile + Services

About Us
Established in 1965, DEDC is a privately owned, full-
service, multidisciplined engineering and design firm. We 
offer in-house expertise in mechanical HVAC, electrical, 
plumbing, process/chemical, electrical, structural and 
instrumentation/control engineering and design services. 
Our organization is structured to meet the challenges of 
projects of different sizes and complexities. Our practice 
has been built upon the quality of our people, the depth of 
our client base, and strength of our relationships, coupled 
with a diverse resume of design experience. 

Culture
We believe that everything in business and life is about 
relationships. We strive to develop and maintain good 
business relationships with our clients. We value each 
member of our staff and strive to provide a quality work 
environment in which each professional benefits from 
experiences and opportunities on a continuous basis. 
We believe that internal clients are as important as the 
external client. We encourage each member of our firm 
to treat others with the same respect and attention that 
an external client receives. Each engineer and project 
manager is encouraged to make decisions. We encourage 
each member of the firm to market and promote DEDC and 
our services.



DEDC engineers provide technical expertise, respond immediately to our needs, and they do so while focusing on our budgetary 
constraints. I would recommend DEDC.”     Senior Facilities Manager
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Commitment to You
DEDC is dedicated to providing excellence in engineering 
and service. We will provide the highest level of 
technical expertise for your project. We will use our 
creativity to solve complex problems. We will be 
customer focused and flexible in all of our interactions. 
It is our challenge to ensure that the skills and talents of 
our staff meet your needs.

We believe that teamwork, communications and 
partnering are key to making any relationship 
successful. By consistently listening to you, we will 
understand your needs and objectives. Our goal is to 
become an extension of your organization. Our focus is 
the relationship, not simply the project.

We Build Relationships
DEDC is fortunate to have long-standing relationships 
with a number of clients who are leaders in their 
industries. The quality of our offering is exemplified by 
the quality of our clients. Our success has come from 
listening, understanding and responding to the needs of 
our clients. Their satisfaction is measured by their desire 
to work with us again.



DEDC engineers and project managers always make themselves available to answer questions, provide alternatives and solve problems. 
DEDC is a customer-focused organization.”     Project Manager

Engineering and Design Services
Mechanical HVAC
Plumbing
Electrical
Chemical/Process
Structural
Instrumentation

Engineering Evaluations
Feasibility Analysis
Cost Estimating
Front-End Loading

Sustainable Design
LEED Energy Modeling
LEED Design  
Energy Star

Commissioning Services (DEDC-Cx)

Energy Audits and Modeling
On-Demand Utility Production Evaluations
Energy Consumption Evaluations
Life Cycle Cost Analysis
Building Optimization Programming Analysis 

Utility Master Planning
Campus
Building

On Site Resources
Project Management
Engineering and Design
Renewable Energy Design
CAD
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Mixed-Use Facilities
DEDC has extensive experience providing engineering 
and design for all types of mixed-use facilities 
including offices, retail and restaurant spaces, 
hotels and hospitality, and multi-family residential 
facilities. Mixed-use facilities design present unique 
opportunities for DEDC engineers and designers to 
provide cost-effective and flexible mechanical and 
electrical system selections for successful and value-
adding commercial design.

Today’s mixed-use projects often reflect the owner’s 
mission and unique culture while, at the same time, 
providing for the necessary business needs. Atriums, 
dining facilities, retail space, fitness centers, libraries 
and high-end technology systems are as commonplace 
as data centers, offices and meeting rooms. As 
these facilities become more multi-dimensional, it is 

Mixed-Use

critical that the engineered systems are designed for 
flexibility, energy efficiency, sustainability and often 24/7 
operations. 

DEDC has extensive experience with complex facilities 
including large-scale, mixed-use campuses and buildings 
within urban and suburban settings.

Our mission is to work closely with our customers to 
clearly understand their requirements, guide their 
approach, and provide valued services and quality 
products to make them successful. We bring cost-
effective solutions through innovation, effective teaming 
and diverse contract methods. We are the small 
business of choice to achieve and exceed expectations.

Successful partnerships make us effective, where every 
member of the team is a winner.



Project Facts 

 − This project involved the restoration and preservation of a downtown 
Wilmington landmark originally opened in 1915 but last used in 1959. 
 − Recently opened by the owners of World Cafe Live, this building features 
a 400-seat theater for live performances from its original stage, a 
restaurant, party and event spaces, two radio studios and office space.
 − All new mechanical and electrical infrastructure systems have been 
installed. All new systems incorporate sustainability and energy-saving 
principles.

CASE STUDY Wilmington, Delaware
World Cafe Live at The Queen
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Project Facts 

 − The Conservatory Plaza at Longwood Gardens is a gathering venue for 
educational talks, horticultural demonstrations and special events.
 − Design of the expansion area included a uniquely curved, glass-roofed 
spine running between two rows of lavatory domes. Each dome is a 
naturally lit lavatory hidden within the landform.
 − Featuring the largest indoor green (living) wall in North America, the 
plaza is embraced by sweeping grass-covered terraces.
 − A central station Air Handling Unit with a heat recovery wheel and 
remote packaged chiller was installed. Zoned radiant heating was 
coupled with the  HVAC system throughout corridor areas. An ice 
melting system was designed and installed on the corridor spine to 
ensure cold weather implications did not affect the green wall.

CASE STUDY Kennett Square, Pennsylvania
Longwood Gardens East Conservatory Plaza Expansion
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Mixed-Use

CASE STUDY     Newark, Delaware  

Homewood Suites Hotel

Project Facts 
 − Homewood Suites is a newly constructed 180-room, six-story hotel that includes a 
conference center.
 − DEDC provided mechanical, plumbing, fire protection and electrical engineering 
and design services, including conceptual design, construction documents and 
construction assistance.



Project Facts 

 − Parkside V is a 300-unit, six-story hotel that 
features a restaurant and conference facilities.
 − DEDC provided engineering and design services for 
updated mechanical systems as needed to meet 
required codes and ordinances. 
 − As part of this effort, DEDC provided construction 
inspection services to ensure system updates 
complied with documentation provided.
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CASE STUDY New Castle, Delaware 

Parkside V Hotel
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Project Facts 

 − This project involved extensive renovations to an existing 1,332-room, 
76-suite, 23-story hotel facility and conference center, including a 
lobby renovation.
 −  DEDC provided mechanical, plumbing and electrical engineering and 
design services, construction documents and construction assistance.

CASE STUDY       Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Marriott Downtown Philadelphia



Project Facts 

 − This project involved the renovation and 
HVAC upgrade to an existing hotel tower. 
 − DEDC provided mechanical, plumbing 
and electrical engineering and design 
services, construction documents and 
construction assistance.

CASE STUDY Wilmington, Delaware 

Crowne Plaza Wilmington North
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Project Facts 

 − This project involved renovations to the 20,000-square-foot main kitchen and 
staging food service areas of this well-known hotel in downtown Wilmington. 
 − DEDC’s involvement included mechanical, plumbing and electrical engineering 
and design services, construction documents and construction assistance.

CASE STUDY        Wilmington, Delaware

Hotel DuPont
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Project Facts 

 − This project encompassed renovations and 
upgrades to an existing 161-unit, four-story hotel.
 − DEDC provided mechanical engineering 
and design services, including construction 
documents and construction assistance.

CASE STUDY        Swedesboro, New Jersey

Holiday Inn Select
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CASE STUDY     Wilmington, Delaware

Clarion Brandywine Suites Hotel

Project Facts 

 − This project included multiple refresh and 
renovation projects to an existing 49-unit, 
four-story hotel and conference center.
 − DEDC’s involvement included mechanical, 
plumbing and electrical engineering and 
design services, construction documents 
and construction assistance.



CASE STUDY East Rutherford, New Jersey

Sheraton Meadowlands Hotel & Conference Center

Project Facts 
 − DEDC provided engineering and design services 
to update the mechanical systems for kitchen and 
lobby renovations at this hotel tower.
 − DEDC also completed an infrastructure evaluation 
for this project.
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Mixed-Use

CASE STUDY Wilmington, Delaware

823 Market Street, LLC

Project Facts 
 − This project involved renovations to an existing facility and its 
infrastructure to allow for the development of mixed-use spaces to  
include apartments, hospitality and retail spaces. 
 − DEDC designed renovations to existing MEP systems for a commercial 
kitchen in a ground-floor restaurant. 
 − DEDC also designed new HVAC, plumbing and electrical systems for each 
unit on two levels of apartments with common spaces and amenities. 
 − Services included mechanical, electrical and plumbing engineering and 
design services, strategic planning, conceptual design, construction 
documents and construction assistance.



Project Facts 
 − This project involved renovations to an existing facility and its 
infrastructure to allow for the development of mixed-use spaces to  
include apartments, hospitality and retail spaces. 
 − DEDC designed renovations to existing MEP systems for a commercial 
kitchen in a ground-floor restaurant. 
 − DEDC also designed new HVAC, plumbing and electrical systems for each 
unit on two levels of apartments with common spaces and amenities. 
 − Services included mechanical, electrical and plumbing engineering and 
design services, strategic planning, conceptual design, construction 
documents and construction assistance.

Project Facts 

 − This project included engineering for code-required 
building and system upgrades for a retail space shell and 
core for fit-out by future tenants. 
 − DEDC’s services included mechanical, electrical and 
plumbing engineering and design services, including 
strategic planning, conceptual design, construction 
documents and construction assistance for shell and core.

CASE STUDY        Wilmington, Delaware

730 Market Street
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Mixed-Use

CASE STUDY Wilmington, Delaware

827 / 829 Market Street, LLC

Project Facts 
 − This project involved the construction of 10,000 square feet of multi-artist 
work spaces and studios. 
 − This work included design for the new HVAC, plumbing and electrical systems.
 − DEDC also completed work for a new “3 Doors Brewery” on the ground floor 
of this group of buildings.  
 − The project consisted of new HVAC, plumbing and electrical systems for 
temperature control, brewery ventilation and associated electrical design.
 − Overall, DEDC provided mechanical, electrical and plumbing engineering 
and design services, including conceptual design, construction documents, 
construction and start-up assistance.



Project Facts 

 − DEDC was contracted to value engineer an existing project and then redesign 
the building’s mechanical, electrical and life safety systems to align with the 
developer’s budget. 
 − DEDC’s input resulted in additional projects within the same facility. 
 − DEDC provided mechanical, electrical and plumbing engineering for first-floor 
retail space as well as four levels of apartments. 

CASE STUDY           Wilmington, Delaware

400 Market Street
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Mixed-Use CASE STUDY Wilmington, Delaware

200 W. 9th Street, LLC

Project Facts 
 − DEDC provided mechanical 
and plumbing services for this 
30,000-square-foot building that 
included first-floor retail space and 42 
living quarters. 
 − This project included the design of 
stair tower pressurization systems. 
 − DEDC’s involvement included 
mechanical, plumbing and electrical 
engineering and design services, 
including preparing scopes of 
work, construction documents and 
construction assistance. 



Project Facts 

 − DEDC conducted an Acoustical Study for this project to evaluate the 
acoustical impact of building a bar and grille below existing apartments.
 − DEDC’s Acoustical Study engineering services included conceptual 
design and construction documents. 

CASE STUDY     Wilmington, Delaware

902 Market Street, LLC
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Mixed-Use

CASE STUDY Wilmington, Delaware

Pastine and La-Fia

Project Facts 
 − This project included renovation, 
reconfiguration and installation of new 
equipment in the food preparation 
areas of newly developed restaurants. 
 − The projects included significant 
modifications to the plumbing, HVAC 
and electrical systems within these 
spaces.
 − DEDC provided mechanical, electrical 
and plumbing engineering and design 
services, including conceptual design, 
construction documents, construction 
and start-up assistance. 



Project Facts 

 − This project included the renovation of 75,000 
square feet of space for commercial use 
consisting of office space, small data center, 
dedicated fitness center and cafeteria area. 
 − DEDC’s work included new HVAC systems, 
electrical and plumbing infrastructure. 
 − DEDC provided mechanical, electrical and 
plumbing engineering and design services, 
including conceptual design, scopes of work, 
construction documents and construction 
start-up assistance.

CASE STUDY                Reading, Pennsylvania

Vanity Fair Site Redevelopment
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Mixed-Use

CASE STUDY Wilmington, Delaware

Claymont Street Low-Income Townhomes (“Healdmont”) 

Project Facts 

 − DEDC teamed up with the Wilmington Housing Partnership to create five 
affordable townhouses as part of the Claymont Street revitalization efforts. 
 − DEDC was responsible for mechanical, electrical and plumbing engineering 
and design, including new HVAC, plumbing and electrical systems. 
 − The team met sustainability goals for the project, which achieved Energy Star 
Status and LEED Silver Certification through the LEED for Homes Program.
 − DEDC participated in strategic planning and conceptual design, provided 
drawings and specifications for bidding and construction, and assisted during 
construction, commissioning and start-up. 
 − The project was completed on time and within budget.



Project Facts 

 − DEDC teamed up with the Wilmington Housing Partnership to create five 
affordable townhouses as part of the Claymont Street revitalization efforts. 
 − DEDC was responsible for mechanical, electrical and plumbing engineering 
and design, including new HVAC, plumbing and electrical systems. 
 − The team met sustainability goals for the project, which achieved Energy Star 
Status and LEED Silver Certification through the LEED for Homes Program.
 − DEDC participated in strategic planning and conceptual design, provided 
drawings and specifications for bidding and construction, and assisted during 
construction, commissioning and start-up. 
 − The project was completed on time and within budget.

Project Facts 

 − The University of Delaware, in conjunction with a local developer, 
constructed a new ice cream parlor in the City of Wilmington, becoming 
the first UDairy Creamery outside of the UD Campus.
 − The new location provides for expanded offerings with additional 
retail space for prepared foods. The goal is to source ingredients from 
UD’s College of Agriculture and Natural Resources’ farms and organic 
gardens, including milk in their ice cream and beef in their burgers.
 − DEDC was responsible for the mechanical and electrical engineering, 
completing construction documents and assisting in construction 
planning, construction and system start-up. The project was completed 
on a tight schedule and met all project objectives.

CASE STUDY                 
Wilmington, Delaware

University of Delaware,  
UDairy Creamery
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Delaware
315 S. Chapel St. 
Newark, DE 19711
302 . 738 . 7172

Philadelphia
Duane Morris Plaza
30 S. 17th Street, Suite 830
Philadelphia, PA 19103
267. 804 . 7286

www.dedc-eng.com


